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Abstract: As e-commerce approaches 17% of total retail sales companies are looking for opportunities to increase customer purchase conversion. In a competitive marketplace it becomes increasingly important to consider the effects of display techniques on purchase intention. Limited research has been conducted into interactivity, product display and their effect on purchase intentions on real-world retail websites, predominantly choosing to use random or student samples. This study investigates whether interactivity within retail websites positively correlates with purchase intentions for both low-cost and high-cost products and whether this effect is proportionally higher in high-cost products. It considers whether this purchase intention in high-cost products is influenced by higher levels of supplementary information. 405 participants experienced a simulated environment within a real-world retail website they had previously shopped at. Questionnaire results were analysed using ANCOVA and principal components analysis with three new components (purchase intention, attitude towards products and repeat product enjoyment) emerging. Results showed a higher purchase intention for more interactive products particularly more expensive ones. Interactive products produced a 54% higher purchase intention overall. In this paper, a new three-component solution to assess purchase intention for online home décor products is presented along with results which indicate that interactivity levels positively affect purchase intention for this particular product segment, particularly higher-cost products.
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1. Introduction

It is anticipated that by 2022, e-commerce will account for 17 percent of total global retail sales [1]. The UK has a developed internet retail sector with more than 30% of all retail sales in 2020 being online, having risen sharply due to the Coronavirus pandemic [2,3], before returning to 27.9% in 2021 [4]. The UK has one of the highest penetrations of homeware and furniture online sales among all the major Western markets, and home-wares significantly outperformed the UK average [3]. Online retail revenue is expected to continue to grow from USD 5 bn in 2015 to USD 9.6 bn in 2020 [5], with home décor projected to outperform all other UK home sectors [6]. In Western Europe, consumers make an average of 18.9 online transactions a year, with home décor being one of the few categories demonstrating real growth potential [7]. Major research opportunities exist around examining which media design variables found in interactive environments most strongly influence perceptions of usefulness, enjoyment and ease of use in this category [8].

Thorough understanding of consumer needs and expectations are crucial for companies to be able to develop the right tools to enhance their display, which in turn should result in increased profits [9]. For many businesses, given the fact that only 5% of visits result in a conversion on average [10], purchase conversion is a key indicator of the success of their website, and the most important aim of retail websites is to convert awareness to purchases [11].
Online purchase intention is an important predictor of actual purchasing decisions [12]. Purchase intentions and actual purchasing behaviours are generally accepted to be linearly related [13]. In this case, an intention to purchase is a useful proxy for measuring whether a consumer would actually have bought a product had it not been a simulation [14,15] and is widely used by academic researchers as a proxy measure [16]. In a real-world sense, conversion is the key indicator of success in traditional retail since stores assess the effectiveness of their merchandising strategy against physical sales taken.

The majority of studies into online purchasing behaviour use fictitious retail sites set up purely for experimental purposes [17–19] to which participants (often students [20]) would have no prior exposure, mainly citing financial constraints but also as researchers generally would not have access to functioning online stores to test with. This study therefore has valuable new data, since it has been conducted with confirmed customers on a real-world live internet store with actual products (albeit the test conditions whilst realistic did not actually allow the ability to purchase, merely for participants to consider if they would purchase). All participants in this study had previously purchased a physical product with no financial incentive at this same website and had a positively confirmed interest in these particular products, which would arguably make the results more reliable for this product segment than a random sample who may have no interest in the sector.

Browsing customers may well convert to a purchasing ones as a direct result of online atmospheric cues received during the site, since goal orientation can be altered somewhere within the search and purchase process by innovative behavioural changes [21]. Many consumers may also change from browsing to purchasing when affected by impulse since it drives 40% of web purchasing [22] and the majority of purchasers are “non-intenders” [23].

When experiencing an online environment, a consumer either elicits an approach (positive) or avoidance (negative) behaviour, which controls the outcome of their visit and indicates whether they will purchase or not [24]. Whilst atmospherics may be thought of as aesthetic in nature, they can have significant effects on purchase intentions. Research has demonstrated that websites with pleasant online environments have a positive effect on the users [24–26] where such an effect leads to a “value outcome” [27], which depending on the research conducted would be an increase in “customer satisfaction” [28–32], an “intention to purchase” [33,34] or a “conversion” [10,12,35,36].

The findings of this research can contribute to an explanation about the effect of interactivity on purchase intention for products specifically in the home décor product segment and give consideration to the differential effect of purchase intention between high and low-cost home décor products.

The results of the study indicate that the more interactive a product, the higher the purchase intention in particular for more expensive products, with a 54% increase in overall purchase intention. Higher levels of supplementary information did not affect purchase intention for this particular type of home décor product. This research presents a new three-component solution to assess purchase intention for the specific segment of home décor products and has established not only that that interactivity levels positively affect purchase intention but also that interactivity levels are even more important in establishing purchase intention in higher-cost products. Recommendations and suggestions for further research are included.

1.1. Interactivity

There is little agreement on the definition of interactivity [37–40] with the word “interactive” often used as a synonym for new media [41]. Taking into account basic assumptions within the literature, it may be viewed as a situation where a user perceives they have control over an environment where a response or feedback is provided from their input and the degree to which communication technology creates mediated environments allowing communication and reciprocal message exchanges [11,40,42]. Developing and strengthening the interactive features of websites may be a possible method for gaining competitive advantage online [43].
It has been established in several studies that the effect of interaction and the method which needs to be used for optimal purchase intention and conversion differs widely by category and type [11,26,44,45]. Very limited research has been conducted, specifically into the home décor segment with the majority centred on apparel retail [14,26,29,46-51], electronics [18,34,52,53], sunglasses [54], books [11,55,56], wine [57] and food retail [11,30,47,58]. Office furniture was considered in an earlier study [59], but since this is a potentially utilitarian product by its nature rather than a décor product (which are often categorised as hedonic), the findings are not necessarily comparable and optimal display methods not necessarily aligned [60].

Whilst previous research has found that purchase intentions were increased by the use of 3D models to increase enjoyment in the virtual environment [26,31], subsequent studies have discovered that providing excessive information can cause information overload for customers and actually reduce sales [61]. Researchers concluded that whilst more interactivity could increase engagement (and therefore sales), the actual impact of such interactivity is a promising area of future research.

The majority of internet shoppers feel that they cannot purchase clothing without having tried it on [15], which is one of the biggest problems in online shopping [13]. Issues with the lack of tangibility could reasonably be expected to permeate to other product categories in addition to apparel, so the importance of interactive techniques for demonstrating virtual products should not be underestimated. Whereas in a physical shop a shopper may touch and feel a product as part of a critical appraisal prior to purchase, such tactile cues are unavailable on the internet, so the lack of such experience when compensated with a realistic representation may elicit the same purchase behaviours. Previous research with apparel products found that altering display functions and presenting dummy modifications to personal measures had a positive effect on purchasing decisions [16] and that 3D images can increase purchase intentions as customer satisfaction increases [62].

Much of the literature points towards interactivity prompting users to interpret sites as more attractive [63], higher quality [11,64-66], encouraging higher purchase intentions overall but without consideration of price [52,66], greater satisfaction [67,68] and customer conversion [29]. However, limited research has been undertaken regarding the impact of interactivity on purchase intention within the home décor product segment and the implications for products at different price points.

**Hypothesis 1 (H1).** Interactivity level will positively correlate with purchase intentions for both low-cost and high-cost home décor products.

1.2. The Effect of Price on Purchase Conversion

Whilst much research has been conducted into the role of product price in a bricks-and-mortar context, price consideration is a relatively new area of research in terms of online products. Price sensitivity may be lower when nonprice attributes (which would include display) are taken into account [69]. Price is a key component of websites and is therefore integral to the shopping experience [17,70].

The average price point of these types of home décor products is around the average online retail basket spending figure of GBP 35 [71]. This could make the research broadly applicable to similar categories of products with similar price points. Despite price being identified as a key component affecting online shopping motives, the sale price of products in relation to display methods used has not been a key consideration in the majority of the studies in this area to date. Research conducted into interactive display of garments on female mannequins actually excluded price completely from the selection process [72]. Other studies have picked products with price points not necessarily representative of a common purchase of their participant group—for example asking a student sample to imagine shopping for a laptop priced in the range of USD 1400–USD 2400 [66], which would arguably be beyond the financial means of many students. Likewise, other studies
considered the niche category of specialist wine using a student and staff sample from a university [57] who may not have been typical consumers of this product.

Clearly, the definition of high- and low-priced products varies per category (for example a cheap dress might cost GBP 30, whereas a cheap car might cost GBP 5000, although both remain subjective to the individual). When considering any given category and the differential effect of price in relation to interactivity and purchase intention, a full market analysis would be conducted ensuring that a realistic split had been obtained between high- or low-cost products.

**Hypothesis 2 (H2).** More interactive displays will produce a proportionally higher purchase intention effect in high-cost home décor products.

**1.3. Use of Textual Supplementary Information**

Purchase intentions were increased by the use of 3D models to increase enjoyment in the virtual environment [26], with increased interactivity in product videos increasing engagement and therefore sales [61]. Developing and strengthening the interactive features of websites may be a possible method for gaining competitive advantage online [43]. However, research conducted considering computer desks with 3D displays had mixed results, with further research being required showing that the novelty of 3D displays increased purchase decisions but that 3D display combined with textual information actually slightly decreased, with the authors citing information overload as a possible explanation—i.e., that the combination of 3D display with textual information reduced participant enjoyment as it reminded them of the utilitarian nature of their potential purchase [59]. Notwithstanding this, a conclusion was drawn that the combination of 3D presentations and textual information work in combination to assist consumers in making decisions and that participants reported a desire to use 3D presentations in the future should they be available for a product being purchased.

Textual information in studies considered books when “extensive and higher-quality” may affect consumer satisfaction [55, 56] and increase purchase intention. The research indicates that for some products the use of textual information increases purchase intention, whereas for others it reduces it due to information overload. Since purchases which are more expensive would arguably require a higher level of commitment to buy, this may be affected by the amount of information available to make the decision. Limited research has been conducted regarding home décor products and the effect that supplementary information has on purchase intentions.

**Hypothesis 3 (H3).** Higher levels of supplementary information will produce a higher purchase intention effect in high-cost home décor products.

**2. Methods**

The focus of this study was to ascertain whether interactivity within retail websites positively correlates with purchase intentions for both low-cost and high-cost products and whether this effect is proportionally higher for high-cost products. It also set out to confirm whether purchase intention in high-cost products is influenced by higher levels of supplementary information provided alongside products.

Participants were selected via an opted-in mailing list of an existing UK real-world retail website consisting of customers who had previously purchased a physical product. Participation was encouraged with the incentive of a discount voucher for use on the site in the future on completion of the study. A series of pre-tests were run using 15 participants with varying degrees of online shopping experience to consider the layout for the more interactive display and to ensure that the controls were easy enough to navigate and understand. After considering participant feedback the layout below was shown.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of eight experimental conditions, with a simulated internet shopping page displaying three products with a three-way factorial design with varying degrees of interactivity: high (3D controllable view) or low (simple multiview pictures—Figure 1); supplementary information: high (with supplementary descriptive text) or low (with basic information only—Figure 2) and variance in product cost (high or low), products for which were selected following an analysis of three major online retailers selling similar products to ascertain average selling prices and ensure the products were correctly categorised.

This was a between-subject design, with each participant being exposed to a single experimental condition to avoid order effects [24,73,74]. An initial collection of demographic data such as age, gender, years of internet experience [60], online shopping frequency and spending [29] was conducted to assess levels of prior experience, whether demographics correlate with those found in the general internet population similar to that used in previous studies [31,55,59] and facilitate the removal of outliers if appropriate.

The imposition of limits on observation times for product study were previously found to be detrimental to results as it reduced the reality of the simulation [75], therefore, for the purposes of this study, there was no restriction placed on the amount of time participants could take [59]. A series of pre-tests were run using 15 participants with varying degrees of online shopping experience to consider the layout for the more-interactive display and to ensure that the controls were easy enough to navigate and understand. Once participants had viewed the products, they proceeded to the questionnaire section of the study.

The independent variables considered in the study were active control (degree of interactivity), product cost (low-cost/high-cost) and level of information (high/low), with a single dependent variable which was purchase intention/conversion.

**Figure 1.** Interactivity level high/low.
The five-point Likert scale selected allowed a neutral answer for each question. Each Likert item had named categorisation, as it has been found to promote levels of reliability and is user-friendly [81]. The spacing between the responses was also equidistant, as when accompanied by a visual scale where there is an equal spacing of response levels they can be considered interval data [82–84]. Some scales were reversed to discourage acquiescent responses. All submissions were complete as omitting an answer would met [80]. The five-point Likert scale selected allowed a neutral answer for each question. Each Likert item had named categorisation, as it has been found to promote levels of reliability and is user-friendly [81]. The spacing between the responses was also equidistant, as when accompanied by a visual scale where there is an equal spacing of response levels they can be considered interval data [82–84]. Some scales were reversed to discourage acquiescent responses. All submissions were complete as omitting an answer.

A questionnaire broken into four sections was provided: attitude towards products, attitude towards websites using similar displays of products, likelihood of purchase (purchase intention—the “outcome of attitude which refers to the customer’s willingness to buy from a particular e-retailer” [76]) and intention to view interactive products in the future. All questions had been used reliably in previous studies [59,77,78].

Since purchase intentions are directly affected by customer satisfaction [69,79], the questions relating to attitude towards the products and intention to view interactive products online in the future were retained to allow customer satisfaction to be interpreted in relation to the direct questions about likelihood of purchase.

With four questions per section, the threshold for evaluation of internal consistency was met [80]. The five-point Likert scale selected allowed a neutral answer for each question. Each Likert item had named categorisation, as it has been found to promote levels of reliability and is user-friendly [81]. The spacing between the responses was also equidistant, as when accompanied by a visual scale where there is an equal spacing of response levels they can be considered interval data [82–84]. Some scales were reversed to discourage acquiescent responses. All submissions were complete as omitting an answer.

Questionnaire

Quantifiable responses, generally collected via questionnaires using Likert scales, are widely used to measure website success as much research is conducted via trials on fictitious websites with no actual real products to buy [33,34]. In this case, an intention to purchase is as close as they can come to measuring whether a consumer would actually have bought a product had it not been a simulation.

A questionnaire broken into four sections was provided: attitude towards products, attitude towards websites using similar displays of products, likelihood of purchase (purchase intention—the “outcome of attitude which refers to the customer’s willingness to buy from a particular e-retailer” [76]) and intention to view interactive products in the future. All questions had been used reliably in previous studies [59,77,78].

Since purchase intentions are directly affected by customer satisfaction [69,79], the questions relating to attitude towards the products and intention to view interactive products online in the future were retained to allow customer satisfaction to be interpreted in relation to the direct questions about likelihood of purchase.

With four questions per section, the threshold for evaluation of internal consistency was met [80]. The five-point Likert scale selected allowed a neutral answer for each question. Each Likert item had named categorisation, as it has been found to promote levels of reliability and is user-friendly [81]. The spacing between the responses was also equidistant, as when accompanied by a visual scale where there is an equal spacing of response levels they can be considered interval data [82–84]. Some scales were reversed to discourage acquiescent responses. All submissions were complete as omitting an answer.

Figure 2. Supplementary information high/low.
to any question prevented the questionnaire being submitted and the missing information highlighted as an error.

Previous research in this specific area has used a combination of semantic pairs [48,59, 77,78] and Likert scales (composed of a number of “Likert-type items” [83,84]) to give a more accurate data set [85], since the semantic pairs can measure attitude and the emotional responses to situations, whereas the Likert items obtain a direct response to a question and measure intention.

3. Results

The study was sufficiently powered with 405 completed responses received (above the recommended sample of 308 from the power calculation with alpha = 0.05 and power = 0.8) split between the conditions. The Likert scale used had a high level of internal consistency as determined by a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.84 [86].

Results of the demographic questions demonstrated a gender imbalance in respondents with 65.2% of the sample being female, and this split was broadly similar in all test conditions. Participants considered themselves to be predominantly regular or frequent online shoppers.

The data from the study was then assessed using ANCOVA. There were three outlying results in the data when studentised residuals were assessed which had greater than ±3 standard deviations. At 3.00, 3.01 and 3.04, these were only slightly above the threshold. As the deviance could not be attributed to data entry error (as participants supplied their own responses to the questions which were recorded electronically), and no obvious cause could be assigned to them being considered outliers, it was decided to retain these values within the data. There was homoscedasticity within each combination of groups of the independent variables, as assessed by visual inspection of the scatter plots and visual inspection of the studentised residuals plotted against the predicted values for each group. A log transformation was applied to the data and it was determined that there was homogeneity of regression slopes, as determined by a comparison between the two-way ANCOVA model with and without interaction terms, F(7389) = 1.99 and p = 0.56. There was homogeneity of variances, as assessed by Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance p = 0.117. All leverage points were ≤0.1, which is acceptable, and there were no Cook’s distance values above 0.3 [87]. Studentised residuals were not normally distributed as assessed by a Shapiro–Wilk’s test where p < 0.05. However, the decision was made to proceed with the analysis as ANCOVA is robust provided sample sizes are sufficiently large and equal or nearly equal, as they were in this study.

3.1. Principle Components Analysis Results

Principal components analysis (PCA) was run on the entire dataset of the 18-questionnaire to ascertain whether responses were assessing a single attitude dimension. The overall Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure was 0.878, classified as “meritorious”. Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (p < 0.0005), indicating that the data was likely factorisable. Questions on which the preliminary pattern matrix showed no strong loading or cross loading of were removed. All other items showed factor loading of at least 0.35 or greater onto one component, with at least three items per component indicating reliability [88,89]. Three components emerged from the factor analysis with eigenvalues greater than one and which explained 28.1%, 7.4% and 6.7% of total variance, respectively. A visual inspection of the scree plot indicated that three components should be retained. The three-component solution explained 42.2% of the total variance. A Promax oblique rotation was employed to aid interpretability. The rotated solution exhibited “simple structure”. Component loadings, transformation from the original questionnaire and communalities of the rotated solution are presented in Appendix A.
3.2. Analysis

When analysing the entire dataset with outliers included, there was a significant effect of interactivity level after controlling for the effect of cost and supplementary information, \( F(1401) = 151.88 \) and \( p = 0.000 \). When outliers were removed, there was still a significant effect of \( F(1398) = 153.32 \) and \( p = 0.000 \). Given the fact that the significance persisted even with outliers included, a decision was made to retain these within the data. In a large sample of 405 participants, having three slight outliers did not appear to affect the reliability of the data (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Marginal means of purchase intention—lower- and higher-cost products.](image)

Tests of between-subjects effects were performed with a 0.05 criterion of statistical significance employed for all tests. Pairwise comparisons were run for significant simple main effects with reported 95% confidence intervals.

As presented in Table 1, both interactivity and cost had an effect on purchase intention [90]. There was no significant effect of information level on purchase intention. The effect of interaction on purchase intention had a medium effect size of 0.107—the highest effect size recorded across all the investigations and indicated that participants had a 54% higher [91] purchase intention when exposed to more interactive test conditions.

Table 1. Effects on Purchase Intention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect on Purchase Intention</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>( F )</th>
<th>( p )-Value</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactivity Level</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>47.599</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.107¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>12.113</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.030²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Medium effect size. ² Weak effect size.

There were some significant differences in experimental conditions (Table 2), with more interactive products generating the most significant difference in purchase intentions for high-cost, high-information products.
Table 2. Significant Differences—More Interactive/Less Interactive Products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Sig. Difference</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More Interactive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Cost, High-Information</td>
<td>3.941</td>
<td>3.083–4.799</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Cost, Low-Information</td>
<td>3.392</td>
<td>2.548–4.237</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Cost, Low-Information</td>
<td>3.216</td>
<td>2.235–4.106</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Information</td>
<td>2.059</td>
<td>1.118–2.999</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Information</td>
<td>1.235</td>
<td>0.340–1.930</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Interactive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Cost, Low-Information</td>
<td>1.059</td>
<td>0.047–2.070</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Cost, High-Information</td>
<td>1.607</td>
<td>0.499–2.714</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, there was a significant effect of interactivity level × information level on purchase intention (F(1397) = 5.867 and p = 0.016), though this was a weak effect (partial η² of 0.015). Likewise, there was a weak effect recorded for the effect of interactivity level × cost × information level (partial η² of 0.013) alongside a significant result of (F(1397) = 5.318 and p = 0.022). There was also no statistically significant difference (0.521 (95% CI, −0.758 to 1.309) and p = 0.598.) when pairwise comparisons were run on less-interactive high-information products comparing both low cost and high cost.

4. Discussion

This study was conducted using a participant pool who had a specific interest in this product segment on a real-world e-commerce website where they had previously purchased products.

The main effects of interactivity level were significant in that the more interactive a product was the more likely a consumer was to purchase. Results show that interactivity level positively correlates with purchase intentions for both low-cost and high-cost products with a medium effect size, and that more interactive displays produce a proportionally higher purchase intention effect in high-cost products, confirming both H1 and H2. There was a clear, although weak, significant difference between the purchase intentions of higher-cost products versus lower-cost products. This contradicts an earlier research study which found that interactivity is not all positive for the consumer, since the user has to manage and process the information flow [92]. This could be due to the difference in product segment (computers vs. home décor), with the latter being far more suited to interactive product displays and the former requiring more textual information to make a considered selection.

Results from the study indicate that interactivity increases the likelihood of a purchase, and that adding interactive elements has a greater effect on purchase intention when the products are higher-cost, supporting H2. The simple main effects of ost on purchase intention were significant, with interactivity level increasing purchase intention in higher-cost products. This was a more significant result than in low-cost products, which indicates interactivity level being more important in generating purchase intentions in higher-cost products. This could be due to higher quality visual information from the enhanced interactivity (in this case the additional information provided by having an interactive product to examine) reducing price sensitivity and encouraging purchases [57].

The research supports the previous findings that interactivity leads to higher purchase intentions whether users are browsing or buying [52], that interactivity produced by visual aspects provokes higher purchase intentions [18] and that interactive displays are related to purchase intentions [93].

This research indicates that in the home décor market increasing the interactivity of online product displays is likely to lead to increased purchase intention, particularly in higher-value products. The effect of interactivity level on purchase intention had the highest effect size recorded across all the investigations and indicated that participants had a 54% higher [91] purchase intention when exposed to more-interactive test conditions,
therefore higher value products in this segment would benefit most from having interactive displays utilised.

Results did not support the hypothesis that higher levels of supplementary information would produce a higher purchase intention effect in high-cost products, contradicting the results of earlier studies [57] and leading to the rejection of H3. There was no significant effect of information level on purchase intention and the supplementary amount of information available did not appear to affect the purchase intention on its own. This could have been due to the product type being suited to purchase without the need for detailed external information (i.e., the images would have conveyed most of the appropriate information to the participant), which may not have been true for other product segments (e.g., more technical products such as electronics). This finding contradicts earlier studies which found that higher quality information encouraged more purchases [57], and that consumers prefer rich visual information and text to more complex displays [18,34]. The results of this study are also contrary to earlier studies which indicated that textual information, when “extensive and higher-quality” and used in conjunction with other HTRE elements (such as 2D/3D view), may affect consumer satisfaction when shopping and increase purchase intention [55], [56].

Research into 3D displays of computer desks did, however, return a similar result to this study in that a 3D display increased purchase intention but a 3D display combined with textual information actually decreased purchase intention [59]—a situation attributed to reduced enjoyment as the text reminded participants of the utilitarian nature of the purchase. Clearly, the product categories studied are different, but it is an interesting observation that textual information seems to reduce purchase intention when combined with an interactive product in this particular product category, but this could have been due to the product segment or demographic of the participant selection.

The data contributes a clearer understanding of the benefits that higher-cost home décor products are more likely to receive from investment in applying interactive features to encourage purchase intention.

Online retailers who have products effectively displayed to encourage purchase engagement will have a financial and reputational return on investment from changes made in this area, since the most important aim of retail websites is to convert awareness to purchases [11].

A key factor of online retail success is to obtain the correct balance between visual and textual information, but this needs to be based on product type [18]. For example, whilst a dress may benefit from multiple images of different angles, the same could not be said for a box of cereal. The results of this study indicate that greater interactivity in home décor products, particularly those which are higher-cost, correlates with increased purchase intention.

It is critical that development focuses on creative solutions to customer problems rather than technical innovation [94]—i.e., improving rather than innovating and assisting customers in the decision-making process through interactive product development.

Price is a key component of websites and is therefore integral to the shopping experience [17,70], so to exclude it entirely would potentially make the data less reliable. The research may be broadly applicable to similar categories of products with similar price points. It may not, however, be applicable to much higher priced items. In this study, using representative consumers and real-world pricing, interactivity has been shown to have a higher effect on the purchase intention of high-cost products.

Development of New Three-Component Solution

Prior to analysis of the data, it was intended to combine responses into a single composite score as a quantitative measure [83] since parametric tests of analysis of variance may be applied where responses to several Likert items are summed into a scale with the assumption that all are using the same scale [82,84]. A Likert scale developed from multiple items is expected to be more reliable and consistent than single item responses.
Such an index is more “reliable, valid and discriminatory” than using single items [80,84]. However, following a principal components analysis, three new components emerged from the rotated solution with eigenvalues greater than one containing items with a factor loading of at least 0.35 or greater onto a single component, indicating reliability [88,89] and explaining 42.22% of the total variance. Given that these showed a clear loading onto components, they were adopted as a means of assessing purchase intention rather than the original questionnaire sections.

Component 1 (28.1% of variance)—Purchase Intention—This was the strongest indicator of purchase intention with both short- and long-term purchase intentions loading onto it together with intention to visit website with interactive displays in the future. Both products and website were found to be appealing. This was the strongest component, explaining 28% of total variance.

Component 2 (7.4% of variance)—Positive Attitude Towards Interactive Products and Website—Participants found the presentation entertaining and found the information helped them evaluate the products. No confirmed purchase intention.

Component 3 (6.7% of variance)—Repeat Interactive Product Enjoyment—Participants found the website and products to be interesting. They preferred to virtually explore products before purchasing and intended to return to the website. No confirmed purchase intention.

This three-component solution may have a commercial application for retail as it provides an indication of what proportion of the questionnaire responses related to particular factors and which elements of the customer experiences had the greatest bearing on purchase intention.

5. Conclusions

This study was conducted using a participant pool of existing customers of an online store, and the study itself was hosted at the same domain using familiar branding with participants completing a questionnaire following viewing of various interactive displays to assess purchase intention. Customers all had an interest in the product segment and were confirmed internet shoppers. This arguably makes the results more reliable than a random sample within a simulated setting where the participants may not have an interest in the product segment and therefore no genuine intention to purchase.

Whilst there was a gender imbalance in the participant pool, with 65.2% being female, this may be particularly relevant to this product area. Given that women make the decision in the purchase of 94% of home furnishings, and account for USD 20 trillion globally in annual consumer spending [95], this could be considered a useful consumer sample for this product category.

Limitations and Recommendations

We wish to point out limitations for this study—namely (1) data only explaining 42.2% of the total variance with some cross loading during PCA analysis, (2) a self-selected gender-imbalanced participant pool having a potential bias and confusion effect, (3) lack of split between nature of purchasing (business/consumer) and (4) potential for participants to have different rationales for purchase decisions (utilitarian vs hedonic). These are discussed in detail below.

The three-component solution only explained 42.2% of the total variance. The proportion of the total variance explained by the retained factors should ideally be at least 50% [88], which potentially makes the results less reliable as 57.8% of the variance cannot be explained by the factors analysed.

The preliminary pattern matrix showed no strong loading or cross-loading of the following items: product—good/bad, website—pleasant/unpleasant and would purchase if needed product, despite these being used reliably in previous studies [59,96]. These items were therefore removed and the analysis repeated, but this may have affected the
overall result by removing those questions. Studentised residuals were also not normally distributed.

Whilst this study was conducted at an online store using previous customers, it was not an actual shopping experience. The majority of the literature uses questionnaires to evaluate websites and indicate intention rather than conduct a physical transaction. This is an inherently less reliable method than an actual purchase (conversion), since no money is changing hands and no risk is involved. Several studies have attempted to circumvent this and introduce some realism on varying scales from creating test websites with single products [18], increasing involvement by giving an imaginary “budget” to certain participants and filling in a fictitious order form [44], providing real spending money to purchase items [22] or offering the chance to win a free workshop [52].

The generalisability of the results is limited by the self-selected sample and potential resultant bias [97–101]. All participants had previous transactions with the website used for the study with none selecting “inexperienced” or “very inexperienced” in terms of online shopping experience in the questionnaire; therefore, the applicability of the results of the study might vary if the same questions were posed to inexperienced participants. That said, it might be difficult to calculate purchase intention for very inexperienced users as their lack of exposure to online shopping, and thus their purchase intention, could simply be due to technological aversion or security concerns, which interactive products are unlikely to remedy.

Only a niche sector of the home décor market was used for the study, so results may not be applicable to all product segments. It is also worth considering any potential confusion effect resulting from participants having previously made a purchase being asked questions during the study, such as “How likely is it that you would return to this website? How likely is it that you would consider the purchase of a product at this website if you needed the product?”, when the same participants had all previously been customers, purchased similar items and have commenced the study knowing they will be rewarded with a promotional code to return to the site at a future date to place a discounted order. Whilst the questions were posed directly regarding the products presented in the study, it is likely that some customers would answer in a more general sense with a response potentially skewed by past experience or future intention relating to the issues above.

No distinction was made between any of the participants as to the nature of their prior purchasing, and invitations to participate were sent to all customers registered on the mailing list (which was split 80/20 consumer/business). This in itself could have skewed the results, as purchasing behaviour would be different for individuals or corporate buyers, not least in the reduced level of price sensitivity as companies purchasing these sorts of products generally have a much higher budget. Employees purchasing on behalf of a company would find it easier to spend company funds rather than individual funds, as the decision to purchase carries less personal weight.

There are different rationales applied for purchase decisions made for utilitarian vs. hedonic products [74]. In the case of corporate buyers, these products could arguably be categorised as utilitarian if purchased for a functioning workplace (purchased following rational decision making, information collection and comparison), but products of this type being purchased in a personal capacity are more likely to be classified as hedonic and be chosen based purely on personal subjective criteria. This difference in purpose for the purchase of an identical product could also give rise to some discrepancies in the data. Future research should consider other distinct product segments such as electronics or clothing. Consideration should be given to utilitarian/hedonic products and participant type (business/individual), the effects of loyalty and familiarity on purchase intention and optimum levels of interactivity before it becomes too cumbersome and mentally taxing for the average user to navigate.
Additional research is needed to establish the viability and applicability of the three-component solution generated during this study in terms of accuracy in predicting future purchase intentions and whether this particular component solution is valid for other product segments.

Despite using a reliable consumer segment to test the products, the study only assessed purchase intention rather than purchase conversion. Future studies could consider A/B testing—presenting various products on live retail websites with different layouts and levels of interactivity to see which produces the most actual conversions.

Existing research has shown that interactive features (both active control and actual product interactivity regardless of the quality of such interactivity) cause users to interpret sites as being of higher quality [11,64–66]. This raises the question of whether interactive products would influence consumers to interpret the products themselves as being of higher quality. Some online store attributes directly affect the satisfaction of the users [28] and modify the influence of other parameters—for example, “perceived information quality” directly correlated with “anticipated entertainment value, and it would be interesting to ascertain whether the entertainment value provided by interactive products would cause users to perceive them as being higher quality, and if so, which particular feature or aspect of interactive products affect perception.

As a result of the conclusions drawn from this research, some recommendations can be made for product display in this particular product category. In particular, the highest effect on purchase intention was generated from more-interactive products. Therefore, where possible, online products should include an interactive element allowing for virtual exploration prior to purchase. Given the cost implications involved in applying this to a full set of retail products, particular attention should be given to higher-value products, as the data demonstrated these achieved proportionally higher purchase intention than lower-value products and create a faster ROI to cover the cost of the initial display costs.
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Figure A1. PCA Analysis.
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